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WAKEFIELD CAMERA CLUB 
 

Committee Meeting Minutes 
7:30 on Wednesday 1 August at New Brookhouse Club 

 
1. Apologies: Paul Wagstaff 
 
2. Present: Steve Wood (Chair), David Kershaw, Michelle Howell, Steve Wright, 

Peter Wells, Malcolm Dobson, Robert Bilton, Trevor Bottomley and Nigel Hazell 
(minute taker) 

 
3. Matters arising from the minutes of the meeting held on 3 July 2018 
a. Brookhouse WIFI 
Password was noted, however this is only available to the rear of the building ie the 
Meeting Room upstairs and not the Concert Room. Wifi access is particularly 
important as the laptops will require connection in order to maintain PS/LR access 
without re entering Adobe passwords every 3 months. 
 
b. Welcome Pack 
This is being distributed to new members. It will be updated shortly by Robert to reflect 
recent changes to the committee. Trevor will hold a few copies on the signing in desk. 
 
c. Welsh Trip 2018 
Steve Wood reported that plans for the October trip are well under way. He is drafting 
out a suggested programme of locations and places for evening meals. David pointed 
out the importance and benefit of providing whole group activities. It was also reported 
that the Travelodge only provides a breakfast box and not a fully catered meal. 
Members are considering venues locally that will be able to provide a hot breakfast. 
The alternative accommodation at The Premier Inn (.5 mile away) offers a cooked 
breakfast.  
 
d. Club Lights 
Deferred to the next meeting. 
 
e. RPS days 2019 
We are awaiting a response from Mary Crowther/Sally Sallett regarding this. 
 
f. New Laptops - Insurance/Software 
Insurance has been sorted for the 3 new machines. Two machines will have PS & LR 
installed -1 Licence for both. It was also agreed to install Elements on one these 
machines and on the old laptop as well. (I believe one copy holds a licence for two 
machines NDH.) The third new laptop will be dedicated to Dicentra for competition use. 
Ian Waddington has agreed to set up a specific email address/account for the these 
machines so that the payment of the licence fees is simplified. It is also understood 
that Ian will purchase the PS & LR licence and be reimbursed for this. No decision was 
taken when this would be, as the machines need updating with latest version of 
Windows 10 first. Robert is undertaking this as well as installing Avast. 
Each laptop will be clearly marked and identified. (Robert?) 
 
g. Storage Cupboard - clear out 
This has been partially completed. Robert suggested and it was agreed that the AV 
amplifier be auctioned at our next club auction. Exhibition stands and the boxes of 
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frames are now in the Brookhouse cellar, protected by plastic sheeting. Peter has put 
the old frames (which Malcolm has) up for sale on ebay. If these do not sell, they may 
be offered to members. 
 
4. Accounts 
a. The current balance was noted. 
b. The current balance on the Lottery Grant account was noted. 
c. We had a paid up membership of  77 at 31 July 2018 
d. Cash Flow Forecast 
£560 for frames, £360 for boxes and £37.95 for protective padding will be debited to 
the Lottery Grant*. Additional frames were purchased during the exhibition and the 
profit from these will be credited to the club balance.  
*Trevor has made all the necessary adjustments on the spreadsheet (as of 02.08.18) 
and these are reflected in the figures provided. 
Trevor was thanked for his report. 
 
5. Lottery Grant 
a. Laptop Software 
Please refer to 3f 
 
b. Calibration Equipment 
David will loan his Color Munki to calibrate the new machines and also to help inform 
our decision on purchasing a suitable calibration tool for the club. This had been 
identified as part of our lottery spending. 
 
c. Annual Trophies update 
David has emailed Brown's Jewellers regarding our requirements. To date he has 
received no reply, due to holidays. Brown's are aware of our target time which is 
November. 
 
6. Programme over the next 6 weeks 
06th August - Beginners' Workshop 
13th August - Beginners' Workshop 
20th August - Advanced Workshop* (+ entries for 4th Clubman comp) 
27th August - no meeting Bank Holiday 
03rd September  - AV Evening** 
10th September - 4th Clubman (Open) Bring entries for annual DPI comp*** 
* Making cut outs in PS was one suggestion for this evening. 
** It was agreed to make this an AV + Social. Agreed that Keith be asked to provide a 
£30 selection of nibbles. (Who is asking him?) 
*** Nigel taking entries for this if Paul not available 
 
7.  Website Competitions 
a. The judge for the August Online Competition (Monochrome) will be Neil Scarlett. 
b. The judge for the September Online Competition (Clothes) will be Steve Womack 
c. Jayne to be asked to judge a future online comp. (October?) 
 
8. Internal Competitions 
a. Cover for Paul update 
Nigel 'trained' up on Dicentra by Paul. Nigel to show Michelle and Peter how to use the 
Dicentra machine for competition projection on 13 August. 
 
9. External Competitions 
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a. Settle Trophy held late October. Michelle sorting out dropbox for this. Selection of 
images needs to happen on the 10th September so that Nigel can get the images to 
Wetherby before he goes away. 
 
 
10. Hardware, Software and Lighting 
a. Sound System update 
This is much improved with promising battery life. Steve Wood to purchase new cable 
to replace a troublesome one. A bluetooth connector has been purchased to enable 
syncing with the desk and output music through the room speakers. 
 
 
11. Committee Structure 2019 - update and progress 
 

President 
 

Steve A Wood 

Vice President  Peter Wells? 
Treasurer  Trevor Bottomley? 
General 
Secretary 

Nigel Hazell? 

Assistant Gen Sec To be reviewed as 
necessary 

Syllabus 
Secretary 

Peter Wells ? 

Internal Comp 
Sec 

Paul Wagstaff? 

External Comp 
Sec 

Vacancy 

Events & Exhib 
Sec 

Malcolm Dobson? 

Web Masters Steve Wright? 
Ian Waddington> 

Elected Members  
           ( 2  or more ) 

Robert Bilton? 
Michelle Howell? 

Social Secretary Vacancy 
Publicity  
Workshop  
Organiser  

 

Archive David Kershaw 
Life Members John Bickerdike 
 Trevor Bottomley 
 John Gardner 
 David Kershaw 
 David Jones  
 Vera Jones 
  
YPU 
Representatives 
(up to 3) 

David Kershaw 
Sally Sallett (On 
Exec) need new 
rep? 
Paul Wagstaff 

* Auditor 
* Non-Committee 
post 

John Upson 
 

David asked to be kept on circulation list when he completes his term of office. 
Peter pointed out the need for a rota for the workshop evenings. He is going to deal 
with this. 
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12. Annual Exhibition review (feedback, thoughts and actions) 
Steve thanked Malcolm for all the hard work that had gone into the planning 
preparation and execution of the Exhibition. Malcolm in turn thanked the committee for 
their support. David went through Malcolm's document 'Notes for the Ridings 
Exhibition' and added some of his thoughts. 
There was discussion about the number of exhibitors and how this might be extended. 
Peter suggested that winning DPIs could be printed so that they too could be exhibited. 
David would like to see a WCC sign standing above the central tower. There was 
discussion about how this might be achieved. No decisions taken at this point. Also 
discussion about the width and length of the cable ties used. Generally felt by the 
'setting up' team that these were ok. 
David stressed the need for care when erecting and dismantling the exhibition and in 
particular with the print frames and their tabs. 
The print browser was felt to be really useful. David is going to investigate having 
another made; suitable for portrait prints. 
It was agreed that Nigel would email Jayne and Steven to thank them for providing the 
transport of stands etc to and from the exhibition. 
 
13. Matching Competition review  
There was general disappointment with this event. Peter believed that the size of 
teams should be reduced to 3 and David felt that it was important to maintain the 'fun' 
element. All agreed that 'collage' style images were not permissible. No decisions 
taken at this point about a future format for this event. 
 
14. Membership Feedback (please refer to Attendance Responses document) 
Steve hi-lighted key issues from the membership feedback and there was wide 
ranging discussion around their points. 
 
Key to these were: 

 Continuing to develop a more friendly approach and interaction with the 
membership 

 Introducing more practical evenings and perhaps a 'heritage/contemporary' 
dimension to the syllabus, focussing on famous and influential photographers 

       
       This item will be added to the next agenda. 
 

15. Any other business 
No other business 
 
16. Date and time of next meeting 
The next meeting will be on Wednesday 5 September at 19:30 
 
 
 
 
 
 


